Exquisite Corpse
Characters created using the
Surrealist game Exquisite
Corpse

Julia Kaser, Fall 2016
Marana High School

Work on left by
Cynthia Consentino

In this lesson students played the Surrealist game Exquisite Corpse to
create a creature with their peers using Cynthia Consentino’s work as
inspiration. Students were assigned a body part to build: a head, body,
or legs and feet. Once they finished their body part, students were
randomly put together in groups of 3 to piece together their body parts
to create a creature. The result? Some wacky, exquisite corpses!
The essential question of this lesson is: What wacky creatures can be
created by playing the Surrealist Corpse game with our peers?
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Hair
Ceramic Hairpieces
inspired by the work of
Marianne Nielsen

Julia Kaser, Fall 2016
Marana High School

Hår Hair (2008
& 2009) by
Marianne
Nielsen

In this lesson,
students studied the
work of Marianne
Nielsen entitled Hår
Hair (2008 & 2009)
and her belief that
hair expresses our
cultural and personal
identity. After
discussing how we
choose to manage (or
don’t manage) our
hair and how that
impacts our identity,
students created a
ceramic hairpiece that
expressed a personal
aspect of themselves.
The essential
question of this
lesson is:

“To me hair is interesting because it at the
same time is both personal and universal. I
regard the hairdo as an image that
expresses our culture: the cultivation of the
nature in human beings – the hair being
civilized by the hairdo.” –Marianne Nielsen

How does hair have a
role in forming our
cultural and personal
identiy?

Student Work

A student created
the piece to the left
entitled Armpit Gone
Wild to depict her
desire to have the
courage to grow out
her armpit hair to
flaunt her feminist
beliefs.
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